
iPAD & TABLET
S E C U R I T Y  &  C H A R G I N G  S O L U T I O N S



Loxit design and manufacture charging, 
security and management solutions for tablets.

Over the past 20 years we have collaborated with many 
of our customers and technology partners to perfect 
solutions for everything from iPads and laptops to touch 
screens and interactive whiteboards. 

Today Loxit is recognised around the world as a leading 
light in the delivery of innovative solutions for the storage, 
security, charging and data transfer for mobile devices.

A reputation based on...quality products, made to our 
exacting standards, and high levels of service...having 
designed, developed and manufactured every product 
we sell, we know our equipment inside-out, back to 
front and strive to achieve exceptional levels of service 
and aftercare for all customers.

www.loxit.com
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TABCART
SECURITY  &  MANAGEMENT

TABCART
SECURITY  &  MANAGEMENT

Get connected - a single USB cable connects all tablets 
to the host computer via the Sync and Charge device.

The perfect charge - when connected via USB, each 
tablet is profiled by the Sync & Charge device. The 
optimum charge rate is then delivered to each individual 
tablet, ensuring the fastest and safest charge rate possible.

Future proof - the USB connection also allows charging 
profiles to be updated as new versions of a tablet
are released.

Sync up to 16 iPads or iPad mini’s at once - using 
Apple’s Configurator allowing all tablets to sync
simultaneously*.
*When using an Apple host computer. Windows based computers 
may sync up to 7 iPads at one time.

Dynamic chassis - the high quality, welded steel chassis 
is powder coated for longevity. 

Four sturdy grab handles for safe transportation - one 
at each corner.

Secure wall docking - TabCart can be securely attached 
to the fabric of the building with robust docking brackets 
and twin 60mm brass padlocks (sold separately).

Low power consumption - the clever design incorporates 
natural convection ventilation to prevent heat build up 
inside the unit without the use of power hungry electric fans.

Flexible storage options - 
our unique dividers not 
only protect your devices, 
but suit varying case 
sizes up to 28mm thick. 
Custom sizing is available 
for even larger cases
like Big Grips.

Smart design - small footprint and
strong but lightweight design
includes numerous features including
rounded corners to protect door
frames and walls.

Lockable - the separate lockable
charging compartment means user
access can be restricted to the tablet
compartment only.

Strength built in - the welded steel 
construction with full length piano hinges
provides a durable solution.

Easy wheel - designed to last, the
TabCart uses large diameter, individually
locking wheels.

External main power supply - 
switched and fused, safely tucked 
away, with 
a storage 
shelf. 

External ethernet connection -
allows a wireless access point 
to be integrated and stored within 
the unit to provide a perfect 
wireless connection. (Wireless 
access point sold separately).

Integrated USB charger using your 
own USB charging cables.

Integrated charging power strips using 
your own adapters and charging cables.

Integrated USB Sync & Charge using 
your own USB charging cables.
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TabCart is a range of mobile storage solutions packed full of features that is specially designed for the management 
of multiple tablets and iPads. The unique Loxit design combines weight saving technology with years of engineering 
expertise to create:-
- a steel construction that is durable, lightweight and secure, allowing it to be moved with little effort.
- easy access to the tablets from above (at the perfect height) increasing usability and making it suitable for all.
- flexible storage for any device measuring up to 260mm wide x 300mm high x 28mm thick (charger point on width). 
- a slimline design with small footprint for maximum efficiency.

THE TABCART COMES IN 3 OPTIONS

Universal USB Sync & Charge with cutting edge technology to sync each device. This ensures optimum speed and safe charging no matter
which device is being used. Free updates ensure future compatibility.



TABCART RANGE LAPBANk TABLET  TROLLEY
HIGHEST  SECURITY

The Lapbank Tablet Trolley range is our highest security range and benefits from years of refined engineering throughout 
every element of the design.  We  have created a truly integrated tablet security trolley.

From the fully welded, thick steel construction to the full length piano hinges and twin 7 lever safe
locks that are protected by anti-jemmy bar devices. From the grab handles that provide a sure
grip to the heavy duty, easy glide wheels that are rubberized for smooth motion the Lapbank
Tablet Trolley combines years of Loxit security innovation, combining the cleverly designed
natural ventilation, that eliminates the need for energy to power hungry cooling fans.

With USB Charge, Charge Only with transformers or Sync & Charge options, this durable, highly secure tablet trolley,
is the preferred choice of anyone who values ease of management and security of tablets. There are two Lapbank Tablet 
Trolley designs and a range of sizes  - Lapbank Tablet Trolley with Drawers and Lapbank Tablet Trolley with Shelves.

LAPBANk TABLET  TROLLEY
with  DRAWERS

fOR MORE DETA ILS  SEE  OUR SPEC If ICAT ION SHEET

Tablet management - optional laptop clamp safely secures a laptop 
to the unit for ease of management whilst syncing.

Efficient - also standard are weekend 
and bank holiday charge delay. Saving energy, 
battery life and the environment. 

Smooth operation -
conveniently positioned, the 
slide out drawers allow easy 
access of the tablets. 

relax in comfort - the interior
features high-density cushioned
foam storage to protect devices 
with case sizes up to 26mm thick.

intelligent - Loxit’s integrated 
Intelligent Charging system
comes as standard. This
provides a simple to use, highly 
efficient charging system 
with charge status indicator
and power save mode.

Visible - for absolute 
convenience, the Intelligent 
Charge switch is located 
on the front face of the 
drawer and is also visible 
when the door is locked shut..

 USB CHARGE CHARGE SYNC & CHARGE

CASE  S IZES  UP TO  28mm TH ICk

15 -  -  7425

16 7430 7431 7432

30 -  -  7465

32 7470 7471 7472
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 INTELLIGENT CHARGE INTELLIGENT SYNC & CHARGE

DRAWER CONF IGURAT ION

15 -  6090

16 6100 6101

30 6102 6095

32 -  6095

 INTELLIGENT CHARGE INTELLIGENT SYNC & CHARGE

SHELF  CONF IGURAT ION

15 -  7515

16 7519 7520

30 6102 7530

32 7539 7540

LAPBANK TABLET  TROLLEY
with  SHELVES

Shelf life - the wide shelves allow 2
devices on each shelf and its height
means no worries about case sizes.

Serious security - market leading
security measures to protect your assets.

Mix ‘n’ match - It’s not just tablets that
can be charged, any USB chargeable
device is compatible - tablets, phones,
3-D glasses, GPS, digital cameras,
e-readers etc. Simply plug in and charge 
on the shelf.

The perfect charge - when each device is 
plugged in, the Sync & Charge device analyses 
its profile to deliver the exact amount of 
charge required for optimum full rate charging. 
Protecting your device and the battery. 
NOTE - Sync and data transfer compatibility 
where applicable.

LAPBANK RANGE

FOR MORE DETA ILS  SEE  OUR SPEC IF ICAT ION SHEET

i

i

i

i

The Lapbank Tablet Trolley with Shelves is a universal design with storage configured for two tablets per shelf and
it accommodates devices up to a maximum case size of 70mm (h) x 360mm (w) x 230mm (d).

The cushioned shelves protect and grip devices and the generous shelf gaps provide huge scope for swapping out 
different sized devices - future proofing and allowing for mixing a variety of products in the same trolley. The products 
could include tablets from different manufacturers, GPS devices, 3-D glasses, e-readers, digital cameras and smart 
phones etc. A spare shelf is allocated for Laptop security to complete the solution.

Our constant attention to detail and exacting build quality means the range has established a no-nonsense reputation 
for security. Lapbank Trolleys are particularly suited in open access environments where security may be an issue.

FRONT LOADING REAR CHARGING
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 USB CHARGE CHARGE SYNC & CHARGE

CASE  S IZES  UP TO  28mm TH ICK

15 -  -  7405

16 7410 7411 7412

Power up - the charge only option has integrated 
power strips allowing users to charge their 
devices using the original cables and adapters.
Country specific charging available.

Expand your network - the WAP compartment
provides space to mount a wireless 
access point inside the iPorta. 
An external CAT 5 connection
plugs into the LAN,
expanding the wireless.

Expand or contract -
movable divider allows
various tablet sizes to 
be accommodated. The fine
tolerance settings mean 
a perfect fit for whichever tablet 
size you choose - from 7 - 10”.

Breath easy - the highly
ventilated design coupled 
with external power and 
ethernet connections means 
you can charge with the 
lid closed.

All-in-one - the laptop 
storage compartment

comfortably stores 15.6” laptops, 
enabling the iPorta to contain 
everything needed for an efficient 
mobile workplace.

Serious comfort - the interior 
features quality high-density 
cushioned foam storage providing 
excellent protection for devices.
Store up to 16 devices in case sizes 
up to 26mm thick.

i PORTA
RUGGED PORTABIL ITY

iPorta is the ideal solution for safely transporting multiple iPads and tablets in a self contained portable work station.
And because iPorta also fits in most vehicles, off-site resource sharing can be centralised and secure for peace of mind.

Packed full of features, the tough, rugged polypropylene case hides a cushioned, high-tech interior that features space
for up to 16 x iPads, iPad minis or 7-10” tablets, in a range of case sizes up to 26mm thick. There’s also space for an optional 
wireless access point with external CAT 5 connection, a 15.6” laptop with cable stowage and an external power supply.

IPORTA COMES IN 3 CONFIGURATIONS

FOR MORE DETA ILS  SEE  OUR SPEC IF ICAT ION SHEET

iPORTA CHARGE

FOR MORE DETA ILS  SEE  OUR SPEC IF ICAT ION SHEET

Double combination pad-locks - an 
optional feature that ensures total peace 
of mind when charging with the lid closed.

Smart design - a specially designed ventilation 
system allows the iPorta lid to remain closed 
whilst your devices are charging.

Mobility - iPorta features roller 
wheels and an extendable carry 
handle to make the unit really
maneuverable and smooth
to transport.

Power up - switched and 
fused external power socket 
allowing charging with the lid 
closed. (3m power cable provided.)

Get connected - integrate a wireless 
access point and hook into the LAN with
an external ethernet connection.

1 - USB CHARGE
With a high powered universal 

USB charger,
using USB charging cables.

2 - CHARGE
Power bars use the original 

USB charging cables
with transformers 

for a simple and cost effective 
solution.

3 - SYNC & CHARGE
Includes Universal USB Sync & Charge 

with cutting edge technology to sync 
each device. This ensures optimum 
speed and safe charging no matter 

which device is being used. 
Free updates ensure compatibility.
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Mobility
wheels and an extendable carry
handle to make the unit really
maneuverable and smooth
to transport.

ower up - switched and
fused external power socket
allowing charging with the lid
closed. (3m power cable provided.)

- integrate a wireless
access point and hook into the LAN with



S P E C I f I C A T I O N

CODE PRODUCT WEIGHT  (HxWxD)  STORE  CHARGE SYNC CHARGING

TABCART w i th  D IV IDERS
Max Device Size 260 W x 300 H x 28 D (charger point on width)
7425 15 Sync & Charge 32 Kg 815 x 660 x 510mm 16 15 15 USB
7430 16 USB Charge 31 Kg 815 x 660 x 510mm 16 16 n/a USB
7431 16 Charge 33 Kg 815 x 660 x 510mm 16 16 n/a adapters
7432 16 Sync & Charge 33 Kg 815 x 660 x 510mm 16 16 16 USB
7465 30 Sync & Charge 35 Kg 800 x 655 x 590mm 32 30 30 USB
7470 32 USB Charge 34 Kg 800 x 655 x 590mm 32 16 n/a USB
7471 32 Charge 34 Kg 800 x 655 x 590mm 32 32 n/a adapters
7472 32 Sync & Charge 36 Kg 800 x 655 x 590mm 32 32 32 USB

LAPBANk TABLET  TROLLEY  w i th  SHELVES 
Max Device Size 230 W x 360 H x 70 D (charger point on width) 
7519  16 Intelligent Charge 71 Kg   955 x 500 x 670mm 16 16 n/a adapters
7539 32 Intelligent Charge 79 Kg 1220 x 550 x 800mm 32 32 n/a adapters
7515 15 Sync & Intelligent Charge 71 Kg   955 x 500 x 670mm 16 15 15 USB
7520 16 Sync & Intelligent Charge 72 Kg   955 x 500 x 670mm 16 16 16 USB
7530 30 Sync & Intelligent Charge 79 Kg 1220 x 550 x 800mm 32 30 30 USB
7540 32 Sync & Intelligent Charge 80 Kg 1220 x 550 x 800mm 32 32 32 USB 

LAPBANk TABLET  TROLLEY  -  DRAWERS w i th  CUSHIONED fOAM SLOTS
6100 16 Intelligent Charge 71 Kg 1045 x 660 x 700mm 16 16 n/a adapters
6102 32 Intelligent Charge 79 Kg 1045 x 660 x 700mm 32 32 n/a adapters
6090 15 Sync & Intelligent Charge 71 Kg 1045 x 660 x 700mm 16 15 15 USB
6101 16 Sync & Intelligent Charge 72 Kg 1045 x 660 x 700mm 16 16 16 USB
6095 30 Sync & Intelligent Charge 79 Kg 1045 x 660 x 700mm 32 30 30 USB
6103 32 Sync & Intelligent Charge 80 Kg 1045 x 660 x 700mm 32 32 32 USB 

i PORTA w i th  CUSHIONED fOAM SLOTS
7405 15 Sync & Charge 17 Kg 400 x 800 x 510mm 16 15 15 USB
7410 16 USB Charge 16 Kg 400 x 800 x 510mm 16 16 n/a USB
7411 16 Charge 18 Kg 400 x 800 x 510mm 16 16 n/a adapters
7412 16 Sync & Charge 18 Kg 400 x 800 x 510mm 16 16 16 USB
6006 Extended iPorta Warranty

We use different styles of storage to provide you with the best protection, flexibility and access to your devices. Where used, these are the foam slot sizes:
CUSHIONED fOAM SLOT  S IZES  Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type 4
iPad and 10” tablet (WxD) 190 x 18mm 200 x 18mm 210 x 18mm 210 x 26mm
iPad mini and 7” - 9” tablet (WxD) 140 x 18mm 150 x 18mm 160 x 18mm 160 x 26mm

fOR MORE DETA ILS  SEE  THE  WEBS ITE  -  www. lox i t . com

iBANk WEDGE
DESkTOP ACCESS

fOR MORE DETA ILS  SEE  OUR SPEC If ICAT ION SHEET

Cool design - the angled wedge 
design provides ergonomic 
operation for easy access to tablets 
whilst ventilating naturally to prevent 
               heat build up. 

Control - simply connect 
your host computer to the
sync and charge device 
to connect to all 8 tablets 
at once.

hard wired data connection 
- for up to 8 iPads and/or 
tablets ranging from 
7-10 inch in cases up to 
26mm thick.

 USB CHARGE CHARGE SYNC & CHARGE

8 7709 7710 7711

Ergonomically designed for desk or countertop solutions, the iBank Wedge provides cushioned storage for up to 
8 iPads or tablets from 7-10” including a range of case sizes from slimline up to 26mm thick, including products such 
as the Griffin Survivor.

Security includes an all welded steel construction with full-length piano hinges to the door and a cam-lock on the door
itself. The unique wedge shape also features natural ventilation designed into the structure of the case. This prevents
heat build up inside the unit.

The iBank is a real box of tricks with 
ergonomic tablet loading, smart cable 
management and integration of cutting
edge technology with professional 
grade Sync & Charge options.

The perfect charge - each device’s
charging profile is perfectly delivered,
ensuring optimum charging across
the board via USB. Charge Only version 
available using plug in transformers.

Small and perfectly 
formed - minimal 
footprint for desk or 
counter top applications. 
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FOR MORE DETA ILS  SEE  OUR SPEC IF ICAT ION SHEET FOR MORE DETA ILS  SEE  OUR SPEC IF ICAT ION SHEET

iBANK 8  &  16
HIGH SECURITY  WALL  &  DESKTOP

iBANK 45 & 60
HIGH SECURITY  WALL  &  DESKTOP

Wall or desk mounted, this is the highest security option for storing small numbers of tablets. The iBank can be configured
to be USB Charging OR Charge Only using the device’s own transformers OR universal USB Sync and Charge.

Accommodation - The maximum 
size of any individual device is 
300 (h) x 260 (w) x 28mm (d).

Welded, steel construction
throughout

High quality lock - ASSA Abloy 
locks are fitted as standard 
for reliability and peace of mind.

Incredibly compact secure storage for 45 or 60 tablets.  Mix and match devices using USB Charge OR USB Sync & Charge 
options. That’s a lot of tablets, and a lot of cables, so we’ve built in user-friendly cable management.

FOR MORE DETA ILS  SEE  OUR SPEC IF ICAT ION SHEET

Charge Only - options 
include charging using the 
device’s own transformers.

Controlling the heat - the 
design of the unit has built-in 
ventilation, allowing air to 
circulate, even with the doors 
closed, preventing damage
to the tablets.

Safe and secure - the
unit is securely attached into 
the infrastructure of the 
building using 10mm bolts.

Charge compartment -
separate rear lockable
charging compartment
keeps fingers away 
from cables.

Two door access, one
either side, for ease 
of installation.

Locked - twin 7 lever safe
locks with anti-jemmy bar
design on the doors, for our 
highest level of security.

 USB CHARGE CHARGE SYNC & CHARGE

8 7706 7707 7708

15 -  -  7725

16 7730 7731 7732

 USB CHARGE CHARGE SYNC & CHARGE

45 7745 7746 7747

60 7760 7761 7762

Space saver - minimal footprint 
at only 370mm (w) x 380mm (d), 
iBank cabinets keep your tablets 
safe, charged and organised.

Wall mount using the easily
accessible mount holes to free
up desk space.

Smart design - the innovative 
wrap around door design ensures 
an exceptionally strong solution.
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 USB CHARGE CHARGE SYNC & CHARGE

10 7780 Option Option

S P E C I F I C A T I O N

We use different styles of storage to provide you with the best protection, flexibility and access to your devices. Where used, these are the foam slot sizes:

  Type 1 Type 2 Type 3    Type 4
iPad and 10” tablet (WxD) 190 x 18mm 200 x 18mm 210 x 18mm    210 x 26mm
iPad mini and 7” tablet (WxD) 140 x 18mm 150 x 18mm 160 x 18mm    160 x 26mm

CODE PRODUCT WEIGHT (HxWxD)  STORE  CHARGE SYNC CHARGING
 

iBANK WEDGE KEYED -  w i th  FOAM
7709 iBank 8 Wedge USB Charge 7 Kg 360 x 300 x 360mm 8 8 n/a USB
7710 iBank 8 Wedge Charge 9 Kg 360 x 300 x 360mm 8 8 n/a adapters
7711 iBank 8 Wedge Sync & Charge 9 Kg 360 x 300 x 360mm 8 8 8 USB

iBANK 8  &  16 -  w i th  D IV IDERS
Max Device Size 260 W x 300 H x 28 D (charger point on width)
7706 iBank 8 USB Charge 7 Kg 360 x 300 x 360mm 8 8 n/a USB
7707 iBank 8 Charge 9 Kg 360 x 300 x 360mm 8 8 n/a adapters
7708 iBank 8 Sync & Charge 9 Kg 360 x 300 x 360mm 8 8 8 USB
7725 iBank 15 Sync & Charge 18 Kg 645 x 300 x 360mm 16 15 15 USB
7730 iBank 16 USB Charge 18 Kg 645 x 300 x 360mm 16 16 n/a USB
7731 iBank 16 Charge 18 Kg 645 x 300 x 360mm 16 16 n/a adapters
7732 iBank 16 Sync & Charge 18 Kg 645 x 300 x 360mm 16 16 16 USB

iBANK 10 -  w i th  D IV IDERS  (Please specify your choice of finish)
Max Device Size 260 W x 300 H x 28 D (charger point on width)
7712 iBank 10 USB Charge 18 Kg 555 x 445 x 405mm 10 10 n/a USB
7713 iBank 10 Charge 18 Kg 555 x 445 x 405mm 10 16 n/a adapters
7714 iBank 10 Sync & Charge 18 Kg 555 x 445 x 405mm 10 16 16 USB

iBANK TABLET  STORE  -  w i th  FOAM
7745 Lapbank Tablet 45 Store 40 Kg 880 x 665 x 640mm 45 n/a n/a n/a
7746 Lapbank Tablet 45 Charge 40 Kg 880 x 665 x 640mm 45 45 n/a adapters
7747 Lapbank Tablet 45 Sync & Charge 40 Kg 880 x 665 x 640mm 45 45 45 USB
7760 Lapbank Tablet 60 Store 60 Kg 1135 x 905 x 690mm 60 n/a n/a n/a
7761 Lapbank Tablet 60 Charge 60 Kg 1135 x 905 x 690mm 60 60 n/a adapters
7762 Lapbank Tablet 60 Sync & Charge 60 Kg 1135 x 905 x 690mm 60 60 60 USB

OPT IONS
7795 Digital Pass Code Lock

TAB INET  10
7780 Tabinet Tablet 10 Charge 12Kg 450 x 220 x 890mm 10 10 10 USB

16 17TAB INET  10
SLIML INE  WALL  STORAGE

Size matters - the Tabinet™ is just 890mm high, 450mm wide and only 220mm deep. That is an incredibly efficient storage 
space, perfect for corridors, smaller offices and huddle areas.

FOR MORE DETA ILS  SEE  OUR SPEC IF ICAT ION SHEET

Slimline - unobtrusive, even 
with the door fully open.

Quick key less access - 
10 digit keypad lock.

Easy product access -  
the tablets are conveniently 
stored within a series of 
smooth touch, ergonomic 
dividers. 

Versatile mounting - 
wall or desktop.

Colour and Branding 
- available in a number 
of colour combinations, 
the door panel 
can be configured 
to display your 
brand colours and 
logo if required.

The design accommodates 
10 tablets complete with 
fully managed charging, 
so every product (regardless 
of manufacturer or model) 
receives the perfect charging 
profile. 

There’s also plenty of in-built 
ventilation, allowing air to 
circulate around the devices, 
ensuring that there is no 
heat build-up within the 
cabinet itself.

Charge or Sync and Charge - a range 
of options for the storage and management 
of devices.

Charge and Data transfer - options include:-
> Universal USB charging
> Charge Only using adapters
> Sync & Charge - high speed, simultaneous 
data transfer and charging

can be configured

brand colours and



The Loxit ‘stand alone’ range enables all the great functions of our products in small, adaptable units that you can 
integrate into your existing security and charging systems.

The range covers everything from simple multi point charging units to remote Sync & Charge management across 
an entire campus. There’s something for everyone, depending on what you need, the space that you’ve got and 
the level of technology you require...

CHARGE  >
Professional, specific output volumes to ensure the right amount of power is supplied to each device. 

INTELL IGENT CHARGE  >
Integrated power saving complete with charge status indicators, improves battery life and saves the environment. 

SYNC  >
Significant time savings, connecting your host computer to all your devices at once via a USB cable.

i

SER IES  8   UN IVERSAL  USB CHARGER

fOR MORE DETA ILS  SEE  OUR SPEC If ICAT ION SHEET

STAND ALONE SYNC & CHARGE

Future proof - using micro USB connections
allows the charging profiles to be updated as 
new versions of a tablet are released.

interactive LED display - charge display options 
for all connected devices including party mode.

Charge multiple USb devices through
one product - charge up to 8 devices including 
iPads, iPad minis, tablets, cameras, GPS etc.

Compatible with any device that requires
charging via USB cable.

Each device’s charging profile is perfectly
delivered, ensuring optimum charging 
across the board via USB.

An aluminum constructed premium intelligent 8-port USB charge station is as suitable for the boardroom as it is the 
lounge. The Series 8 delivers full rate charging for a mix of devices including iPads, iPad minis, Nexus, Galaxy tab, 
iPhones and iPods, Kindles, e-readers, digital cameras, 3-D glasses and GPS...basically any USB chargeable device.

SER IES  8
UNIVERSAL  USB CHARGE
PRODUCT CODE 7870

one in, many out - from one mains 
feed you can charge 5 devices via 
USB, confident that the internal PSU 
will provide the full and accurate 
rate of charging for each device. 
You can also charge 2 mains input
devices from the rear of the unit.

Store and charge - each device 
has it’s own storage slot (20mm wide) 
perfect for phone, cameras and 
tablets, the neat slots reduce clutter.

mains charging for bigger devices 
- the unit has two mains inputs, 
allowing you to charge two laptops 
and 5 USB devices simultaneously.
Perfect for the home or the 
boardroom.

Universal traveller - the unit is 
compatible with UK, US, European 
and Australian mains input, making 
it the ideal traveling companion.

Small but perfectly formed - the 
Tab Rack is just 160 x 130 x 90 mm, 
making it unobtrusive when in use...
on your desk, in the boardroom 
or at home. Plus...it won’t take 
up all your luggage space when 
travelling.

Quality control - the Tab Rack is fully 
CE and UL certified for your complete 
peace of mind.

TAB RACk 5
UNIVERSAL  CHARGE 
STAT ION
PRODUCT CODE 7905

fOR MORE DETA ILS  SEE  OUR SPEC If ICAT ION SHEET

TAB RACk 5  UNIVERSAL  CHARGE STAT ION

This is an incredibly neat way of charging a whole host of devices. The simple, stylish design of the Tab Rack hides 
a host of features that allow you to store and charge pretty much anything...including plugged in laptops.

When it’s USB charging that you need, there’s sync and charge for up to 5 devices using smart charge technology 
to deliver the optimum charge to each device...whatever it is...a phone...a camera...anything with USB can be charged 
and the built-in rack slots allow you to neatly store the devices whilst charging. Now comes the best bit, if you have 
laptops or other larger devices that require a mains input to charge, the Tab Rack can accommodate them too, thanks 
to two mains in (UK, US, Europe and Australia) plug ports that are on the reverse. All these charging options packed 
into a small, discreet unit that only requires one mains input.
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10 PORT
UNIVERSAL  USB CHARGE

PRODUCT CODE 7910

high capacity - the built in PSU 
provides the full and accurate 
rate of charging for up to 10 devices. 
Compatible with any device that 
charges via USB cable.

professional equipment - 
fully CE and UL certified.

The perfect charge - each 
device’s charging profile is perfectly 
delivered, ensuring optimum 
charging across the board via USB.

Data transfers - 4 ports for sync 
data, such as syncing iPads or 
iPhones with Apple iTunes or photos 
from digital cameras etc. 

Flexible charging - compatible 
with Amazon Kindle eBook readers 
(Fire and Black+White). Also 
powers up to 8 Raspberry Pi or 
tablets for classroom use.

multi sync management - 4 ports 
allow for easy sync of data - e.g 
syncing iPads with Apple iTunes* 
or photos from cameras.

*Please note, Apple computers operating 
iTunes will sync up to 30 iPads or other 
Apple products simultaneously. 
PC’s operating Windows software, iTunes 
will sync up to 7 Apple products
simultaneously.

10 PORT UNIVERSAL  USB CHARGING STAT ION

fOR MORE DETA ILS  SEE  OUR SPEC If ICAT ION SHEET

Owning and managing multiple devices can become a messy business. There are so many chargers and never enough 
plug sockets. Cables become tangled and life can get cluttered pretty quickly. Now you can instantly declutter your 
home, office or retail display with just one stylish, small, neat, high powered charger that allows a mixture of devices to 
be charged all at the same time.

How many times have you gone to check how your device is charging only to find it has been unplugged and someone 
else is using the plug socket? Not any more, with the 10 Port Universal Charging Station you can charge a mix of 
devices and even sync devices with data transfer.

This small unit is perfect for desktop or under counter applications. The PowerPad range has a separate transformer 
allowing for a discrete installation. Don’t be fooled by it’s size, this high powered USB Sync and Charge device really 
packs a punch with constant, full rate charging at a genuine 2.1A per port.

Available in a number of sizes and options including charge only Apple products, Universal Charge Only, or Sync 
and Charge.

fOR MORE DETA ILS  SEE  OUR SPEC If ICAT ION SHEET

POWER PAD

multi sync management - when connected to the host computer 
sync and manage 15 devices* simultaneously. Set-up is quick and 
easy, via USB cable to host computer.

Future proof - updatable firmware administered 
through the host computer port.

Simply connect to the web for free 
updates. Ensuring your investment 
performs for years to come.

Small form - with a separate transformer
the Power Pad range can be mounted
discretely. The mount holes provide a firm

fixing in your most convenient 
location - under desk, on top of 
counter, wall mounted etc.

15S UNIVERSAL  USB 
SYNC & CHARGE
PRODUCT CODE 7885

8S UNIVERSAL  USB 
SYNC & CHARGE
PRODUCT CODE 7875

16 APPLE  USB
CHARGE
PRODUCT CODE 7900

15C UNIVERSAL  USB 
CHARGE
PRODUCT CODE 7890

8C UNIVERSAL  USB 
CHARGE
PRODUCT CODE 7880

The perfect charge - each device’s charging profile
is perfectly delivered, ensuring optimum charging
across the board via USB.

That’s a constant, full rate of 2.1A per individual port, 
all of the time.

*Please note, Apple computers operating iTunes will sync up to 
30 iPads or other Apple products simultaneously. PC’s operating 
Windows software, iTunes will sync up to 7 Apple products 
simultaneously.
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16 UNIVERSAL  USB
CHARGER
PRODUCT CODE 6123

16 UNIVERSAL  USB 
SYNC & INTELL IGENT 
CHARGE
PRODUCT CODE 6125

Future proof - using micro USB connect to the host computer 
to download free updates of new charging profiles as they
are released.

The perfect charge - each device’s charging profile is perfectly
delivered, ensuring optimum charging across the board via USB.

multi sync management - when connected to the host
computer sync and manage 16 devices* simultaneously.
Set-up is quick and easy, via USB cable to host computer.

Smart design - features high-vent grills for maximum heat
dispersion and the small footprint is ideal for desktop
installation.

Loxit warranty - engineered to last and thoroughly tested.
We offer a full 12 month return to base warranty.

*Please note, Apple computers operating iTunes will sync up to 30 iPads or other Apple products simultaneously. 
PC’s operating Windows software, iTunes will sync up to 7 Apple products simultaneously.

high capacity - the built in high power PSU provides full 
rate charging for up to 16 devices simultaneously. 
Compatible with any device that charges via USB cable.

i

A high powered professional Universal USB Sync & Charge device with data and power management options. The 
Charge Connect includes an integrated high powered PSU for standalone applications.

Built-in charge management features including charging indicator, timer delay and charging cut off when the devices 
are fully charged.  

This is a serious piece of kit for users who need reliable, future proof hardware, designed to work hard.

CHARGE CONNECT

fOR MORE DETA ILS  SEE  OUR SPEC If ICAT ION SHEET
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ETHERSYNC 4 
UNIVERSAL  USB SYNC, 
CHARGE & MANAGEMENT
PRODUCT CODE 7854

ETHERSYNC 2 
UNIVERSAL  USB SYNC, 
CHARGE & MANAGEMENT
PRODUCT CODE 7852 

ETHERSYNC 8 
UNIVERSAL  USB SYNC, 
CHARGE & MANAGEMENT
PRODUCT CODE 7858

ETHERSYNC RANGE

Imagine being able to roll out profiles to all the iPads across your building from one remote location, all done at the 
same time...for up to 42 iPads! Imagine updating sales catalogues across all the Sales Assistant’s iPads in different 
stores from the comfort of your own office.

Now you can. EtherSync is a USB charge and sync device that not only charges and syncs the USB devices, but also 
allows them to connect to any ethernet network. It also allows your existing Cambrionix sync and charge product to 
connect all devices to the ethernet. EtherSync is available with 2, 4 or 8 ports, so if you already have existing Cambrionix 
sync and charge products, these may be connected to the LAN in-line via the EtherSync.

Through the EtherSync software, your remote USB devices appear on your computer, in the same way that they would 
if they were local to that machine, even though it might be in a different building, city or country. Using Ethersync in one 
central location saves time in visiting each room to perform OS or security updates, or to change content stored within 
each device.  EtherSync works brilliantly anywhere there are multiple devices that need regular maintenance. Reducing 
costs and time by managing the devices remotely.

EtherSync supports Gigabit Ethernet and offers two
Ethernet ports - one for your Ethernet connection and one
to daisychain additional EtherSync devices if necessary.

       REAR

Software that is compatible with existing applications
- including iTunes™ and Configurator. It has no ongoing
license cost. EtherSync comes with fully supported
hardware and software which is ‘future proof’ via its
upgradeable firmware. Just connect to your PC with a USB 
cable and download the latest software from the website.

Up to 8 USb ports - that can be accessed via standard 
Ethernet cabling running TCP/IP protocols. 
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S P E C I f I C A T I O N

CODE PRODUCT WEIGHT  (HxWxD)  PSU TYPE

  

5  PORT  TAB RACk UNIVERSAL  CHARGING STAT ION

7905 USB Charge up to 55W Total. Two mains charge. 0.5 Kg 130 x 160 x 90mm integrated 

SER IES  8

7870 Series8 Universal USB Charge up to 55W Total  0.5 Kg 65 x 145 x 70mm integrated

10 PORT UNIVERSAL  USB CHARGING STAT ION

7910 10 Port Universal USB Charge (4 Port Sync) up to 120W Total  0.35 Kg 30 x 155 x 110mm integrated

POWER PAD

7880 PowerPad 8C Universal USB Charge 1Kg 45 x 200 x 72mm external transformer

7875 PowerPad 8S Universal USB Sync & Charge 1Kg 45 x 200 x 72mm external transformer

7885 PowerPad 15C Universal USB Charge 1Kg 45 x 200 x 72mm external transformer

7890 PowerPad 15S Universal USB Sync & Charge 1Kg 45 x 200 x 72mm external transformer

7900 PowerPad 16 Apple Only Devices USB Charge 1Kg 45 x 200 x 72mm external transformer

SYNC & CHARGE

6123 ChargeConnect 16 Universal USB Sync & Charge 2 Kg 80 x 325 x 115mm integrated

6125 ChargeConnect 16 Universal USB Sync Intelligent Charge 2 Kg 80 x 325 x 115mm integrated

ETHERSYNC

7852 EtherSync 2 Universal USB Sync, Charge & Management 0.5 Kg 40 x 130 x 105mm external transformer

7854 EtherSync 4 Universal USB Sync, Charge & Management 0.5 Kg 40 x 130 x 105mm external transformer

7858 EtherSync 8 Universal USB Sync, Charge & Management 0.5 Kg 40 x 130 x 105mm external transformer

fOR MORE DETA ILS  SEE  THE  WEBS ITE  -  www. lox i t . com

B I G G E R  S C R E E N  C A P A C I T Y
UP TO 105”  D IAGONAL

B I G G E R  S C R E E N  W E I G H T S
UP TO 170kG

B I G G E R  RANGE 
Of  ACCESSORIES

VIDEO CONfERENCING , 
SWING-AWAY LAPTOP ARM,  SOUND BAR

MOUNT ,  LAPTOP SHELf  APPLE  TV/ 
INTEL  NUC MOUNT AND ANT I -CRUSH BAR 

B I G G E R  C H O I C E  O f  f I X I N G S
ELECTRONIC  AND f IXED HE IGHT

WALL ,  fLOOR AND MOBILE  TROLLEY

The incredible versatility of the Hi-Lo® Mono range covers every 
type of screen installation...fixed or mobile, single, double or triple 
screen, there’s a Mono solution for you. The silky smooth, electrical 
operation, moves even the largest screens (up to 105” or up to 
170kg) by either 500 or 600mm. 

Visit www.loxit.com for full details of this and all our other Screen 
mount products, including a downloadable brochure.

THE  H I - LO ® MONO 
RANGE JUST  GOT

BIGGER

SCREEN MOUNTS24 25



What is it?
The Mobile Magic Carpet is a highly engaging product 
that stimulates the senses, getting people actively 
involved and entertained.

High brightness content is projected onto any surface, 
creating a fully interactive space. This could be the 
floor, a patient in bed, a table or wheelchair tray. Then 
the projected image instantly reacts to movement on 
the surface with cause and effect.

Where is it used?
Education - across all ages and abilities including SEN
Medical/healthcare - from physiotherapy to Dementia

Retail, Corporate and ‘live’ events - 
engage people in your brand like never before

Plug and play
The Mobile Magic Carpet is a plug and play, 
straight out of the box solution that is simple to use 
and quick to set up.

Featuring 500 pre-loaded apps, and app-builder 
software to create your own content from the simple 
to use templates. The Mobile Magic Carpet can be 
controlled via iOS or Android on your own device, 
or via the wireless keyboard that is supplied.

THE  MAGIC  CARPET  INTERACT IVE  FLOOR SYSTEM26 LAPTOP SECURITY  &  CHARGING 27

Q -  WHERE IS THE SAFEST 
PLACE TO  STORE  (AND CHARGE) 
YOUR LAPTOP?

A -  LAPBANK

The Lapbank is a secure storage unit, made from high 
quality materials, wrapped around innovative designs 
to produce some of the highest quality security and 
charging solutions available. Exacting, strong, durable 
and with a sense of purpose, the Lapbank range of 
Laptop security and charging products has been a firm 
favourite with professionals worldwide for almost 21 years.

Available as both mobile trolley and fixed cabinets, all 
Lapbanks feature 7 lever safe locks with anti-jemmy bar 
devices, twin skin welded steel doors, and all welded steel 

body with natural ventilation. The mobile units also offer 
security docking options, heavy duty grab handles and 
large diameter, rubberized, lockable wheels for a smooth 
ride. Our charging systems employ multi-layer electrical 
safety and fully comply with all safety standards. Visit 
www.loxit.com for more details and download a brochure.

“When children are relaxed 
and having fun, 

not realising they’re learning, 
you’ve hit the money!”

Emma Maltby, Head Teacher, 
St Mary the Virgin Primary
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